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Abstract. This paper presents an extensive systematic literature review with the
aim of identifying and classifying issues in the information classification
process. The classification selected uses human and organizational factors for
grouping the identified issues. The results reveal that policy-related issues are
most commonly described, but not necessarily the most crucial ones. Furthermore, gaps in the research field are identified in order to outline paths for further research.
Keywords: information classification, systematic literature review, information
security management systems.

1

Introduction

Information security is achieved by implementing, for example, policies, processes,
organizational structures, and technical measures. To control these activities, an Information Security Management System (ISMS) is used. As mentioned in [1], one
example of a widespread ISMS is the ISO 27000-series [2], that amongst others offer
best-practice recommendations for initiating, implementing and maintaining ISMS. In
ISMS, asset management is a central activity since it establishes ownership of all
organizational assets. The assets are identified by doing an inventory of all assets such
as software, physical assets (for example, computers, and network equipment), services (for example, power, and air-condition), people and their skills and experience,
intangibles such as the reputation and image of the organization, and the information
in the organization [3]. The information can be found in many places in the organization, and take different shapes. After the inventory, ownership or responsibility is
designated to all assets, and guidelines are set up for acceptable use of the assets. The
objective of doing information classification is to “ensure that information receives
an appropriate level of protection in accordance with its importance to the organization” [3 p. 15]. The information classification also serves as a major input for the risk
analysis that also need to be performed as a part of the ISMS [1].
The information identified as an asset should be classified according to its value,
and criticality to the organization, and be protected accordingly. Normally, a classification scheme uses categories in a hierarchical model, where each category is associated with procedures for how to handle the information, and what protection mechanisms it requires. An organization should not use too many classification categories as
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complex schemes may become harder and uneconomic to use, and a typical organization might have between three and five categories in a hierarchy [4]. The probably
most well-known information classification scheme comes from the US military, and
includes the three levels: top secret, secret and unclassified [5]. In a company setting,
the equivalent could be public, proprietary and proprietary restricted [4].
The information classification can also change over time, for example, an annual
report from a stock market company contains very sensitive information before it is
publicized, but the information classification changes at the point of publication.
In a study by Park, et al. [6], ISMS were investigated in five large hospitals. From
a checklist compiled from the complete ISO/IEC 27001 (including, for example, human-resource security, physical security, communications and operation's management, and access control), reveals that asset management in general, and information
classifications, in particular, were the most vulnerable part of the ISMS. Problems
included lack or weak descriptions of classification guidelines, insufficient inventory
of assets, and unclear ownership. Hospitals were also investigated in a study by
Luethi and Knolmayer [7], where organizational capabilities such as responsibility for
assets and information classification was labelled as they lacked some capabilities.
Overall, it was found that organizational rather than technical measures and capabilities were lacking.
Several studies highlights the fact that information classification is not a new concept, but still many organizations struggle to complete their information classification
[8-12].
To summarise, it is apparent that there are broad issues with applying a widely accepted technique for valuing and classifying information. The aim of this study is to
narrow down and identify the issues that occur when information classification is
performed, and provide a comprehensive and structured overview of the problems
identified in the research field. The analysis is conducted using a systematic literature
review (SLR) that contributes to the field primarily by (1) reviewing and summarizing
what is known about the issues in the information classification process, and (2) by
offering directions for future research.
In this work, the guidelines of Kitchenham and Charters [13] have been followed
to elaborate a research question (RQ).
RQ: What are the main issues in the information classification process?
To the best of our knowledge, no literature surveys have focused on identifying the
issues in the information classification process. Although information classification is
a central, and in many cases, a mandatory activity for many organizations, not much
attention has been directed at understanding the underlying issues in the process and
how they can be reduced or eliminated. Information classification research in general
is limited [1] with few research contributions focusing on the classification process
itself. Some notable exceptions are Virtanen [14] that proposes a solution for reclassification where previous data is used to recalculate the classification automatically. An
approach with the same intent is presented by DuraiPandian and Chellappan [15] and
Hayat, et al. [16]. Several authors [17-20], provide guidelines, frameworks or models
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with varying degree of detail for how to classify information. Fernando and Zavarsky
[21] propose a categorization with thresholds to enable an organization to handle parts
of the information lifecycle such as the disposal of data. Fibikova and Müller [22]
describe two alternative approaches to classifying information, a process-oriented
approach and an application-oriented approach. Several of the contributions predate
the commonly used ISO 27000-series standard where many organizations take their
stance from today, but they still contribute to the overall understanding of the information classification process and its related issues. There are also some studies describing how to handle issues in the classification process [10], practical tips for implementing classification [8], and why it needs to be done [23], but it is unclear
whether these studies are scientifically verified.
In the following section, the research methodology and the classification factors
are explained. In section 3, the classification and analysis of the literature according to
the factors are presented. This is followed by section 4 where the results are discussed
and section 5 where the conclusions and directions for future research are outlined.

2

Method

The research question will be answered using an SLR following the guidelines from
Kitchenham and Charters [13]. SLRs aim to provide a synthesis of the knowledge in
an area [24]. The authors are aware of critique against SLRs [25], and acknowledge
that the actual search is not the most important step, but the reading and understanding of the area.
Information classification is a term used, for instance, in the ISO 27000 series, and
it is a well-established term. However, after surveying a number of publications in
research databases and Google Scholar, a number of synonyms were found. The
found synonyms to information classification were “information security classification", “data classification", and “security classification”. Especially the term “data
classification” gives many false positives when used as a search string, but the decision was taken to be inclusive and filter manually. The following search query (("security classification" OR "information classification" OR "data classification") AND
"information security") was used. The query aims only to limit the classification terms
to an “information security” context, but otherwise to be inclusive.
The following databases were used for full-text or all-field's searches without any
limitations; IEEE Xplore, The ACM Guide to Computing Literature, ScienceDirect
(Elsevier), Springer Link and Inspec (Ovid). In total, the searches generated 1545 hits,
distributed as shown in Table 1. The reason to choose full-text search and not only
search title and abstract were taken after the initial pilot study where initial searches
were performed. This initial study revealed several results in publications mentioning
information classification where the main focus was something else than information
classification. That full-text search makes it more likely to find relevant articles are
also consistent with the results from a study performed by Lin [26].
The searches were performed in the weeks of 50-51, 2013, and all results were
thereafter downloaded and aggregated into a reference manager. A first rough sorting
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was performed by looking at the title, abstract and searches in the full text in order to
find out where the word classification was used. Exclusion criteria used in this first
sorting was duplicate hits in databases, if the publication were not available, if the
same chapter appeared in several books, the result was in another language than English, the search terms only appear in author biography or in the reference list, faulty
results as for instance “…information, classification of….”, and if the result was in a
completely other context than the aim of the study. After this initial sorting, 254 papers remained in focus of the study. Thereafter, a more detailed full-text sorting was
performed and where the context was taken into consideration. Then 152 papers remained, and after a final full-text review, 70 papers describing issues with information classification remained.
Table 1. Results of the literature search
Database
IEEE Xplore
Inspec (Ovid)
ScienceDirect (Elsevier)
Springer Link
The ACM Guide to Computing Literature

Number of results
541
42
394
308
290

Kraemer, et al. [27] identify nine thematic categories of human and organizational
factors in information security; external influences, human error, management, organization of CIS (computer and information security), performance management,
policy, resource management, technology, training. The selected factors have been
selected as they are broad and inclusive, and should be seen as a starting point for
further research. In this work, these factors have been used, but management and
organization of CIS have been merged to one factor, and training has been excluded.
The merge of management and organization of CIS was done as a consequence of the
results found in the literature study. The mention of management related problems
were few, and so intertwined no separation were meaningful. Training was removed
as a category since none of the papers explicitly mentioned training as a problem but
rather as an enabler. When the results were classified into the factors, 18 additional
papers were left out of scope as it became apparent that they rather described the consequences of issues with information classification rather than an issue such as for
instance over- and underclassification of information as elaborated in section 3.7. In
total, 52 papers were classified according to the classification factors.
The analysis performed was descriptive (non-quantitative) as described by
Kitchenham and Charters [13], and the analysis used coding techniques as described
by Strauss and Corbin [28]. The first step was to use open coding [28] to break down
all the data extracted from the literature review into discrete parts to see similarities
and differences. The next step was to use axial coding [28] to connect the data to the
categories from Kraemer, et al. [27].
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Classification and Analysis of Literature

The selected literature has been classified according to the factors described by
Kraemer, et al. [27]. By categorizing the issues identified in areas, it is possible to
better see and understand which factors are the most commonly referred to as problematic. It also serves as a tool for labelling issues that are not necessarily, or naturally referred to as a specific factor explicitly.
In the following sub-sections, we elaborate on the issues found for the respective
factors.
3.1

External Influences

Information classification has been around for a long time in the military sector. Several authors believe one of the problems with information classification is its military
roots and that the confidentiality model cannot be transferred directly from a military
to a corporate setting [5, 19, 29-34]. The underlying reasons for this belief are that it
is originally developed as a process for controlling information flow on paper that has
moved to electronic ones [9, 35], and that when the business world adopted the process, they only adopted the multilevel concept but not the routines for staff clearance
and authorization [19]. In the commercial world, generally different categories for
information classification apply, but they tend to not be hierarchical according to
Winkler [36].
3.2

Human Error

Humans are many times seen as a weak link when it comes to information security,
and when it comes to information classification, these are some human related issues
identified. The main problem is that all information in an organization has to be classified, and that all staff in an organization that handles the data or has access to it
needs to understand and apply classification. Several authors acknowledge a problem
with subjective judgement, including [8, 19, 37-39] and consistency in the classifications [17]. This might be due to too complex schemes [19], schemes that do not fit
business people´s needs [33], or a lack of skills [40].
3.3

Management and Organization of CIS

Collette [10] identifies that there is often a lack in the authority of leaders (for example, the chief information security officer) that can drive through a whole classification program from planning to implementation. This can be because of a lack of
political power in the organization of information security [10]. There can also be a
lack of centralized asset control and a need to better define ownerships and asset
responsibilities [41].
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Performance Management

Several issues are related to the information lifecycle management (ILM) in which
information is identified and classified after what value the information possesses.
The value of information can change over time, and it is possible that cost and resources are wasted if information, for example, is classified as more important than it
is. The fundamental problem for an organization is to identify their information capital [35, 39], and decide its value [42, 43]. From an ILM perspective, also information
provenance, where the source and modification history of the information is included
needs to be considered [44]. The information provenance and preservation or curation
of data is important, especially from a governmental viewpoint to prevent information
leakage [44]. There might, however, be a drawback with the introduction of more
sophisticated models for evaluating the value of information, because it can in turn
lead to more sophisticated information classification models [45].
From an ILM perspective, information can reside in different stages such as in use
or archived, and have different value at different points in time. For this to happen,
information needs to be reclassified to keep an up-to-date classification which is another issue identified by several authors [14, 22, 35]. The underlying problems why
reclassification can be problematic are connected to, for instance, changes in organizations, where users shift domains and projects [15], no well-defined automated
mechanisms, leaving the job to humans [34], and a tendency to refrain from declassification [46].
3.5

Policy

Some authors describe the process of developing a classification scheme as problematic in a general way [33, 37], but also the usage, and the enforcement of the classification schemes and policies governing information classification are problematic.
Several authors relate the problematic situation of information classification to the
standard or framework publishers. Bayuk [5] describes the generic guidelines provided in standards as too generic to cover system characteristics for many systems
used in enterprises. Janczewski and Xinli Shi [41] argue that there is a lack of specific standards for health information classification. The lack of more detailed guidelines creates a difficulty of developing robust schemes that cover the requirements
from the organization, but still provide flexibility without being too cumbersome [9].
This leads to a situation where people find it difficult to classify information because
the scheme does not fit their needs [33]. Many times, the classification schemes turn
out to be too complex, which leads to disuse [33, 47] or that new classifications are
developed in different business organization units [33]. Examples of the creation of
new categories to better suit the organizations needs come mainly from the governmental sector where, for instance, the usage of “sensitive but unclassified” [46, 48]
has been introduced. This kind of undefined categories raises the question of both the
legitimate use of the information and the category itself [46].
The security policy of an organization has a direct relationship with information
classification [45], and when the organization classifies information according to a
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classification scheme, it automatically classifies according to a hierarchical model.
This leads to an assumption that the organization uses a similar hierarchy for responsibility and for accessing the information among the users [45], which is not necessarily the case.
The policy might be extra critical when placing data in the cloud [36, 49, 50], or
when outsourcing [51]. The central problem is that if the policy is not clearly defined,
or correct information values are defined, it is possible that highly sensitive data are
migrated [52]. The policy might need to be extra fine-grained [53], and passed to the
cloud providers [54] to avoid some of the problems. The problem is similar even if
the information is not placed in a cloud, but rather shared with other organizations.
The usage of organization specific policies and classification schemes, combined with
the sharing of data is described as one of the biggest obstacles, especially in the governmental and military sectors. The main issues here are to align what equals one
category in one organization to another organization's categories, and to align the
rules for handling the information [55]. Just the fact that the many ways of implementing the classifications, which in turn leads to increased difficulties of sharing
information are described by [56-58].
Finally, many organizations use data privacy policies, but there are interdependencies to the information classification process. When data is consolidated, privacy
breaches might arise as a result of the consolidation [59, 60].
3.6

Resource Management

Resource management issues are primarily related to costs of classifying information.
The costs of information classification are twofold [10]: the cost and effort of developing the classification scheme with appropriate controls [9, 17, 47, 61, 62] and the
cost of training all staff [10]. For organizations required by law to classify information, costs can be more easily motivated, but for non-regulated organizations, it can be
difficult to justify the efforts as they don’t directly lead to revenue generation [10].
Hayes [11] captures the resource management issues as “it can prove difficult to get
colleagues excited about a business case for valuing data. There’s just too much of
the stuff, and the task is too daunting” [11, p. 61].
3.7

Technology

Several tools for automatic information classification exist, but there are many questions
about what kind of information or data they can manage, and how the information is
classified. One of the fundamental problems within autonomous systems is to automatically evaluate the information and classify it [16]. There are also issues with overclassification when data is taken from several sources and automatically consolidated [63].
Overclassification and underclassification for that matter are not an information classification problem per se, but rather a consequence of the usage of the information classification scheme, regardless if it is manual or automated. There are consequences with
over- and underclassification of information, such as unintended operational consequences that are hindering people from doing their job when metadata is used to label
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information that in turn hinders them from accessing the information [52], or when
information is overclassified to protect the asset owners [64].
Everett [52] believes it is not possible to just solve the problem of information
classification by adopting technology since it is very much a human and process problem, and that even if a tool existed, automatic classification based on key words and
phrases without the need for manual intervention are not available anyway.
Due to characteristics such as decentralized storage, ad-hoc relationships with
other data sources, and the volatility of the data itself, makes it very challenging to
enforce information classification [61]. Wei, et al. [65] describe a situation where
many platforms, different development languages and static and dynamic content
became an insurmountable obstacle.
In order to be able to enforce the classification it is important to point out that after
a piece of information has been classified according to the classification scheme, it
needs to be labelled accordingly. This labelling or tagging has several issues. Firstly,
there are issues with the representation on a binary level, because computer systems
normally do not enforce labelling [36]. Furthermore, not all kinds of information allow direct labelling [22], for example, if high granularity on the classified information
exist, potentially each cell in a database needs to be labelled which makes it almost
impossible to establish and maintain the protection when information is aggregated
[66]. The implementation of labels also causes issues in orthogonal systems, where it
is hard to trace classifications outside a single application [67], and when implementing the authorization runtime in access control systems [68]. Finally, there are also
challenges when labelling in virtualized systems and in cloud computing [17].
One big question raised by many is on what level of granularity the information
classification needs to be performed. This might, to some extent, be organizational
specific, but it is clear that many are struggling with granularity and the implications
of it. It is normally quite easy to protect, for instance, an entire database if all included
data have the same classification [66]. If the granularity is on a lower level, e.g. an
individual cell in a database or every email, every file or even sentences in a text
document, it can enable access to information [69, 70], but it can also inhibit it. This
is especially true when information is combined and the aggregated information
automatically gets assigned the highest classification of the combined data [69]. In
parallel to the discussion of increasing granularity, there is also a question of decreasing the granularity to reduce the amount of classifications [28].

4

Discussion

An overview of the findings is presented in Table 2, where publications are classified
according to the corresponding factors. It is important to point out that the issues
found should not be measured in a quantitative way, but rather be seen as a more frequently mentioned issue. The policy factor, for example, is not more important or a
more severe inhibitor than management and organization of CIS even though it has a
greater number of publications mentioning the issue. If, for instance, there is a lack of
leadership in the organization, there might be no information classification at all,
regardless of how suitable and applicable the policy is.
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It should also be mentioned that most of the publications only appear in Table 2
once, which means that they only discuss one of the factors. This is because most of
the publications does not describe information classification issues, but rather mentions it in relation to something other, that is in focus of their work.
Table 2. Overview of findings
Factors
External influences

Publications
[5], [9], [19], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34],
[35], [36].

Human error

[8], [17], [19], [33], [37], [38], [39], [40].

Management and organization [10], [41].
of CIS
Performance management

[14], [15], [22], [34], [35], [39], [42], [43],
[44], [45], [46].

Policy

[5], [9], [33], [36], [37], [41], [45], [46], [47],
[48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55],
[56], [57], [58], [59], [60].

Resource management

[9], [10], [11], [17], [47], [61], [62].

Technology

[16], [22], [36], [52], [54], [61], [63], [64],
[65], [66], [67], [68], [69], [70].

Policy turns out to be a very widely used term to depict several different things.
The literature mixes the use of policy, guideline, scheme, matrix and model for describing the information classification process and its associated documentation. In
this work, the original terms used by the respective authors have been used to a great
extent, both to highlight the issue itself, but also to keep the accuracy in the classification. There are not necessarily any correct term to use, but ISO/IEC uses the term
information classification scheme to describe the classification scheme and its associated meta-information [3]. It is recommended that an organization use the
policy term with care as it otherwise might reduce the influence of the information
security policy, but also to limit confusion when referring to the policy. Clearly, the
information security policy is a managerial document that in turn can mandate the use
of information classification as a part of the asset management. To support in the
classification, an information classification scheme with guidelines should be used.
This also highlights the connection to management and organization of CIS, since the
lack of a clear scheme and guidelines is a management issue. In turn, this affects several of the other factors since they are intertwined and depend on clear guidelines. The
external influences are affected if the classification scheme is not adapted to the
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organization, and if the guidelines are hard to interpret, human error can lead to subjective judgement and consistency issues. The lack of an information lifecycle management perspective in the guidelines might affect archiving of information and
inhibit reclassification, and therefore, also affect the performance management. Finally, a lack in resource management might also connect to the management since if
too few resources are invested into creating the guidelines and the classification
scheme, the classification process can suffer.
The lack of a formalized process description for information classification might
be one of the answers to why it is a problematic task to perform. For example, both
ISO and COBIT uses information classification as a part of their asset management,
but the processes are described very generally, which is because of the general nature
of the standards. If the standards are to fit all, they need to be on a general level, but
we firmly believe that the processes could be explained more in detail to avoid some
of the problems identified in this paper. There are some process descriptions trying to
describe the information classification process, for example [71], but we strongly
believe an even more detailed process model is needed to facilitate information classification in practice.
It is of course not possible to develop generic guidelines that fit exactly for all organizations, and each individual organization needs to develop their own scheme with
their own classification categories. This leads to a situation where more or less compatible classification schemes need to co-exist and be mapped together every time
data is to be outsourced, put in a cloud or shared. More detailed guidelines and a
process description will, at least, provide a common language and a common view
that will decrease the tensions in such situations.
Furthermore, there is a notable lack of papers describing the use of information
classification in ISMS. To a certain extent, this is explainable by a low adoption rate,
combined with a low interest from academia in studying ISMS [72].
From another perspective, it is possible to ask if information classification and the
ISMS are the wrong way for organizations to take as a part of their information security work. Siponen and Willison [73] agree with the previously mentioned results
about the issues of being too generic in the guidelines from the standards issuer, but
also adds that the standards have not been validated but rather fostered to an appeal to
common practice and authority which is an unsound basis for a true standard. Furthermore, it is added that the ISMS process is likely to be fallible because of this [73].
Much research is performed in the areas that relate to, or make an impact on the information classification process. Automatic classification, using, for instance, different techniques from machine learning and linguistics seem to be a growing field.
Access control mechanisms and models are researched in a number of ways, for example, on giving access to more fine-grained data, which it is important since it enforce the information classification when access is to be granted to a specific piece of
information. There is also research about the labelling part of the information classification process, and topics include, for instance, how labelling inside a text document,
individual cells in a database or individual emails are to be labelled. Not all the issues
identified in the SLR will be solved by technology, but clearly it will play an increasingly important role in decreasing the impact in some of the issues.
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Finally, the factors selected for classification could be developed further. There are
possibilities to increase the granularity of the respective factors to create a more detailed view over the issues. The fundamental problems of classifying issues in this
domain are the lack of common terms and the lack of a clear process description. If a
well-accepted and well-used process description existed, this literature survey would
have used it as a framework for classifying the issues.

5

Conclusions and Further Research

In this work, a comprehensive review of the current status of issues in the information
classification process is presented and classified into human and organizational factors. Although the SLR returned a large amount of publications, few focus on the
issues of the information classification process itself. It is very evident that more research is needed in this field, so that issues can be better understood and avoided or
have their impact decreased when implementing ISMS in an organization. Furthermore, in the light of the found issues, it is essential to investigate the enablers to information classification.
Additionally, it is obvious that the management factor is more important than portrayed in the existing body of literature and that more research is needed to understand the roles and effects of the management and organization of CIS. Partly, this
problem is due to the lack of a common formalized process description of information
classification, but also to a lack of using a common language to describe the process.
There are many other aspects of the classification process that needs further investigation. The connection to information lifecycle management (ILM) could be investigated from many perspectives. Firstly, one can explicitly connect the information
classification process to the ILM, and secondly, will that alleviate the work with the
classifications?
Finally, there are few examples of papers describing the empirical work with information classification, especially in relation to ISMS. Mainly, the literature is focused on theoretic work, for instance, automatic classification, and how to achieve
finer granularity and labelling. If the information classification process is going to
expand from a need in most organizations to something comprehensible and performed, more real-world examples are needed.
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